When Conte arrived at Purdue in summer 1962, he faced two major challenges. One was to raise Purdue's computing services to a level appropriate for a major research university. The other challenge was to organize a new computer sciences department, for which no complete model existed. 
Establishing the Department of Computer Sciences
The department's initial faculty consisted of Conte and three young professors already at Purdue: Richard Kenyon, Robert Korfhage, and L. Duane Pyle. Both Kenyon and Pyle had received PhDs from Purdue in 1960-Kenyon in electrical engineering and Pyle in mathematics-and stayed on to work in the Computer Sciences Center. Korfhage had just arrived at Purdue from Michigan after receiving a PhD in mathematics. Unlike most early computer science departments, Purdue created its department out of the blue; Purdue had no senior faculty or organizational structures in computing. From the start, the department had its own budget and committees (on personnel, promotions, and graduates).
After Conte, the first faculty member hired for the new computer sciences department was Saul Rosen, in early 1963. Conte had known Rosen at Wayne State before they both left the university in 1956. Rosen, who worked in the software area for Burroughs and Philco Corporation and then as an independent consultant, contacted Conte about possible consulting work on the West Coast. Conte suggested he join Purdue's new computer sciences department that Conte was forming. The computer sciences department also started out with a number of graduate students, several of whom had come to Purdue from Aerospace Corporation along with Conte. From the beginning, the department recognized three major areas: numerical analysis, systems, and theory. At Purdue, "systems" included all levels and types of software; the department never had a significant component in hardware research or teaching. Conte taught the first numerical analysis course; Rosen taught the first in computing and programming systems, and Korfhage taught the first in algorithms and automata.
The Department of Computer Sciences had four natural developmental phases. In the 1960s, the department defined courses, degree programs, and indirectly the field itself. The 1970s saw the department's maturation and growth into a typical university department. The 1980s started with a series of crises that eventually gave the department a considerably different character than it had in the 1970s. The 1990s started with a well-established department, but two more crises in the mid1990s-one national and another internal to Purdue-left their mark as well. Table 1 presents a chronology of the principal events and milestones for the time frame.
The 1960s: Establishing the curriculum
After hiring faculty, Conte's first task was to define a graduate program. Planned course offerings included enough graduate courses for the MS and PhD degrees plus undergraduate courses in programming. For descriptions of these initial courses, see the sidebar, "Initial Computer Science Course Offerings 1963 Offerings -1964 ." By the end of the year, there were seven teaching faculty including Conte, Kenyon, Pyle, Korfhage, and Rosen. Also teaching were Don Novotny, an industrial engineering PhD candidate and fulltime instructor, and Rosemary Stemmler, a fulltime instructor. Although not all the faculty taught full time, they offered more than 20 courses a year, sufficient to support the planned program.
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Initial Computer Science Course Offerings 1963-1964 Undergraduate courses
Laboratory on Programming for Digital Computers.
Programming of digital computers in a problemoriented language (Fortran). Problems solved will illustrate some of the elementary methods of numerical analysis. The course is intended to prepare the student to use digital computers in later courses in science and engineering.
Introduction to Programming for Digital
Computers. Stored program digital computers; programming in problem-oriented and machine-oriented languages; pseudo-operations, system macro-instructions, programmer-defined macroinstructions; solution of nonnumerical problems.
Graduate courses
Computing and Programming Systems.
Computer organization as it affects programming. Magnetic tape systems. Error-detecting and error-correcting codes. Disc, drum, and other random access systems. Input-Output programs. Buffering, simultaneous operation, interrupt handling. Introduction to the design of compiling systems, Programming languages based on Algol. Backus Normal Form. Recursive procedures, dynamic storage allocation, and other Algol features.
Numerical Analysis.
Finite difference calculus, finite difference equations; iterative methods for solving nonlinear equations; differentiation and integration formulas; the solution of ordinary differential equations; the solution of linear systems; round-off error bounds.
Numerical Analysis of Linear Systems.
Computational aspects of linear algebra; linear
The department struggled to establish its identity during the first years. The Division of Mathematical Sciences controlled requirements for the PhD degree, and mathematicians in the division felt that no one should receive a PhD from that division without demonstrated mastery of the mathematics curriculum's key elements. The qualifying examination for the mathematics PhD was designed to eliminate students who did not show promise as mathematics researchers, and computer sciences PhD candidates were expected to pass some of these same exams. The net result was that a number of promising students, especially in the systems area, were discouraged from trying to obtain a PhD in computer sciences. It took several years before the department could control its own requirements for advanced degrees.
In 1963, new faculty members were Richard Initially, the three departments were only partially independent within the Division of the Mathematical Sciences. They set degree requirements separately, but there was only one graduate committee and one PhD qualifying exam system. The three departments had separate personnel committees but not separate budgets. This arrangement was appropriate in view of the small departmental sizes of both computer sciences and statistics and of the administrative skill of Haas. This arrangement, of course, was also a continual source of friction, and the three departments gradually became truly independent. The final step was the complete separation of budgets in 1969.
Graduate program
The MS degree program was designed to train computer scientists for industry. Students with BS degrees in other fields (there were no BS graduates in computer sciences yet), were given a broad introduction to numerical methods, programming systems, and theoretical computer science. Ten graduate courses were required for the MS degree. The principal requirement was that one course must be taken from each of the three main areas: theory, numerical analysis, and programming. Students often took a few related courses from engineering, applied mathematics, or statistics that are not listed in the sidebar, "Initial Computer Science Course Offerings 1963-1964." The first three MS degrees were awarded in spring 1964; thereafter, the number of MS graduates per year rose rapidly, as Table 1 shows.
Defining the PhD was not difficult in numerical analysis and theory, which already had wellestablished research subdisciplines. Furthermore, the qualifying exam system was reasonably compatible with both areas. Exams were uniform and, of course, mathematical in nature.
Defining the PhD in programming systems was not so simple. Most of the research was in industry; there were no standard research journals-many important ideas and results were published in ad hoc ways or possibly not at allno textbooks, and few research monographs. Consequently, defining course work and evaluating theses were difficult. The qualifying exam was a particular challenge for students. The "standard body of knowledge" for this exam was lacking, yet the existing mathematics exams (even in applied mathematics) were far removed from programming systems students' needs and interests. Students were asked to become expert in these outside areas, which they viewed as both difficult and a waste of time.
The Department of Computer Sciences had its first two PhD graduates in 1966: Karl Usow, a student of Rice, and Kenneth Brown, a student of Conte. In 1967 there were five PhDs. The first PhDs in programming systems did not graduate until 1969: Larry Axsom and Edouard Desautels, both students of Rosen. It is difficult to determine whether some PhD students in the early days were in mathematics or computer sciences. All senior computer sciences faculty also had appointments in mathematics; the qualifying exams were the same, and there was a single graduate committee. The PhD requirements in the Division of Mathematical Sciences, unlike those for the MS, were the same for all departments-PhD degrees are not officially labeled by department. Thus, there were PhDs in the Department of Computer Sciences whose advisors were not on the computer sciences faculty, and several computer sciences faculty (for example, Buchi, Gautschi, Lynch, Rice, and Young) had PhD students in the mathematics department.
Undergraduate program
The undergraduate program evolved from sparse course offerings in programming, to a computer sciences option in the mathematics department, to a separate BS degree in computer sciences, approved in 1967. Conte was active on the Association for Computing Machinery committee that recommended a model BS degree program. The result, known as Curriculum '68, was much like Purdue's degree program, which was one of the testbeds for developing Curriculum '68. The BS degrees were awarded immediately after the degree was approved, because many students could and did transfer from the computer sciences option in mathematics and met the new degree requirements within a year.
The similarities between these BS degree curricula are illustrated in Table 2 , which compares course requirements for the BS degree in computer sciences, in mathematics within the computer sciences option, and the model Curriculum '68. The principal difference between the computer sciences major and Curriculum '68 was Purdue's increased emphasis on theory and that programming languages were covered in several courses by Curriculum '68. The sidebar, "Undergraduate Computer Science Courses-1967," describes the initial courses. Lower-division courses
Laboratory on Data Processing.
Programming of digital computers using problem-oriented languages (Cobol and Fortran). Problems will be selected from the areas of data processing and nonnumerical applications. The course is intended to prepare the student to use computers in later courses in nonphysical sciences.
Introduction to Algorithmic Processes.
Introduction to the intuitive notion of an algorithm; representation of algorithms in narrative form as flow charts and as computer programs; a general structure of computers; computer experience using a procedure-oriented language in programming algorithms such as those used in elementary numerical calculations, sorting, simulation of a random process and symbol manipulation; definition and use of functions, subroutines, and iterative procedures; survey of a variety of significant uses of computers.
Upper-division courses
Introduction to Numerical Analysis.
Iterative methods for solving nonlinear equations; direct and iterative methods for solving linear systems; approximations of functions, derivatives and integrals; error analysis.
Discrete Computational Structures.
Finite and discrete algebraic structures relating to the theory of computers; semigroups, groups, Boolean algebras. Directed and undirected graphs and their relation to these algebraic structures. Combinatorial problems inherent in computation.
Models for Algorithmic Processes.
Examples of various mathematical models for algorithmic processes; finite automata. Turing machines, Markov algo-
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The BS degree was first offered in 1967, without a full range of appropriate undergraduate courses. The BS program relied heavily on graduate courses-a typical BS included three to five courses at the dual graduate/ undergraduate level, which reflected two facts. First, the faculty was still not large enough to offer a full range of courses for the BS, MS, and PhD degrees and a substantial service program for engineering and business students. Second, material appropriate for undergraduates had to be offered in graduate courses, because entering graduate students rarely had a BS in computer sciences. There was a steady migration of material from the graduate level downward into the undergraduate courses as soon 
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Programming Languages.
Syntax and semantics of several classes of programming languages (such as Algol, Fortran, Snobol, IPL-V, SLIP, LISP, Cobol, and PL-1). Students are expected to write, debug, and run programs in several of the major languages discussed.
Numerical Methods for Engineers and Scientists.
A survey of the useful methods for computation. Solution of nonlinear equations and systems of non-linear equations. Numerical methods for systems of linear equations. Approximate differentiation and integration. Numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. Introduction to partial differential equations and elementary approximation methods.
Numerical Analysis.
Iterative methods for solving nonlinear equations; linear difference equations, applications to solution of polynomial equations; differentiation and integration formulas; numerical solution of ordinary differential equations; round-off error bounds.
Numerical Analysis of Linear Systems.
Computational aspects of linear algebra; linear equations and matrices, direct and iterative methods; eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices; error analysis.
Mathematical Programming.
Fundamental theorems from the theory of linear inequalities. Simplex method and variants; gradient methods; special techniques for solving integer programming problems; survey of applications; survey of methods in current use on various computer systems; consideration is directed throughout to that class of algorithms created to solve mathematical programming problems which are appropriate for implementation on modern digital computers.
Information Storage and Retrieval.
Computer-based information storage and retrieval systems. Selective dissemination of information; document retrieval. Indexing; file organization; search techniques. Automatic classification of abstracting. The structure of information systems.
Design of Data Processing Systems.
Structuring of data processing systems and computer organization as it affects those systems. File organization; file maintenance routines; sorting, retrieval algorithms. Evaluation and analysis of batch processing, real-time, and time-shared systems and the related problems of feasibility and implementation. The total systems concept in the design of integrated information systems.
Mathematical Theory of Finite Automata.
Structure theory of finite transition algebras and semigroups, lattices of congruence relations on words; periodic sets of words; behavior of finite automata; transition graphs and regular canonical systems; Kleene's theory of regular expressions; Church's solvability-synthesis algorithm and its extension to wider classes of design requirements; decision procedure for sequential calculus and its significance to the algorithmic design of sequential machines.
Simulation and Information Processing.
Simulation and modeling. Monte Carlo techniques; use of special simulation languages to simulate actual systems; structuring and use of information systems; information storage and retrieval.
Theory of Effective Computability.
The notion of an effective process; equivalence of various definitions. Turing machines, Markov algorithms, recursive functions, postcanonical systems; Church's Thesis, solvable and unsolvable decision problems.
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as faculty size and student backgrounds allowed it. It was not until the mid-1980s that the undergraduate computer sciences program included the variety of offerings common in other sciences.
The most important lesson we learned about the computer sciences curriculum in these formative years was that the field's rapid evolution soon rendered courses at all levels outof-date. In the early days, we had hoped to be able
We also learned other lessons:
• It is unrealistic to teach programming to a mixed class of sciences, engineering, and business students.
• It is difficult to keep students, teaching assistants, and even some faculty focused on the principles of computer science instead of the mechanics.
• There is never enough money to provide the level of computing facilities that students deserve.
• Programming assignments create new possibilities for student cheating; as soon as one cheating technique is counteracted, another is invented.
The 1970s: Maturation of the department
By the 1970s, the department had completed its pioneering years. Degree programs were established, there was a faculty of 15, and dozens of computer sciences departments at other universities, and Purdue's department was fully independent. The 1970s were a decade of consolidation and maturation. The second wave of hiring, [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] , included several more faculty (Douglas Comer, de Boor, Peter Denning, Halstead, Nunamaker, and Young) who became national leaders in the field and who cemented Purdue's position as a top department in the computer sciences field. But there were still serious challenges, chiefly in hiring faculty. By 1970, there were a significant number of computer sciences PhDs, but it did not come close to meeting the demand from industry as well as academia. Computer sciences departments were being rapidly established in many universities, the computing industry was expanding steadily, and industries (such as oil, aerospace, and banking) also began to hire many PhDs. Throughout the 1970s, almost every computer sciences department had unfilled faculty positions. Major industries, too, were unable to find the PhDs they needed. The increase in national PhD production was slow-almost zero-in the late 1970s.
Purdue The faculty shortage was compounded by another 1970s trend: the change from a mathematics-like discipline (using only paper and punched cards) to a sciences-like discipline. By the end of the 1970s, most departments, including Purdue's, had a significant experimental component and had adopted some related practices. In particular, teaching loads were reduced to compensate for the effort needed to operate teaching laboratories and experimental research facilities. Fierce competition for faculty accelerated the reduction of teaching loads and the offers of equipment to attract faculty.
With fewer faculty came a heavy reliance on graduate teaching assistants. Although the department recognized that this practice was educationally unsound, graduate students sometimes taught other graduate students in the 1960s, and graduate students commonly taught upper division courses in the 1970s. There seemed to be no alternative-except not to offer the courses.
A second challenge for computer sciences departments everywhere in the 1970s was to establish scientific respectability. Many sciences and engineering faculties knew about computing only through contact with Fortran programming and assumed that was all there was to computer sciences. Purdue's Department of Computer Sciences was consistently rated in the top 10 (higher than any other Purdue science department), 2 yet it had to continually reaffirm its performance and value within the university. Although these feelings are occasionally detected even today, by the end of the 1970s the university's administration and faculty generally believed computer sciences was a substantive scientific discipline.
The third challenge to the computer sci-ences department's viability was the evolution of courses. Despite repeated course reorganizations and expanded offerings, it seemed there was always a course that required complete restructuring. The department simply lacked enough faculty to keep all the courses up-todate; this situation has persisted. The educational programs were fairly stable in terms of size during the 1970s. From 1970-1979, six PhDs were awarded annually, and the number of MS degrees increased from 53 to 54. The number of BS degrees awarded annually grew from 32 to 92, but 71 had already been awarded in 1973-1974.
The degree program quality improved significantly during this decade. By 1979, all entering graduate students were required to have the equivalent of a BS in computer sciences. At the undergraduate level, the number of courses offered increased significantly, and better textbooks became available.
In 1979, Conte was succeeded by Peter Denning as department head. During Conte's 17 years at the helm, he had guided the department from its pioneering infancy to a mature department, strong nationally and within the university, which was a major achievement. The department also benefitted greatly from the foresight of Felix Haas, who became dean of sciences and later provost. From the early 1960s, Haas had foreseen that computer sciences would become a major scientific discipline, and he supported Conte's efforts.
The 1980s: Decade of crisis
The growth and maturation of the 1970s held the seeds for the crises that hit in the early 1980s. These crises stemmed from numerous needs and the lack of resources to meet them.
Crisis 1: Student enrollment explosion
The number of entering computer sciences freshmen grew gradually during the 1970s. the curriculum, and the undergraduate courses overflowed. New sections were added, then overflowed again, which also was reflected nationally. 3, 4 Purdue's administration was reluctant to limit the entering freshman class in computer sciences, because of strong pressure to increase the number of students. In 1982, the university limited the freshman class in computer sciences by requiring higher SAT scores and class rank. The official number of freshman majors dropped to about 350 in 1982 and stayed there until 1985, but even that number exceeded the department's capacity.
The faculty soon realized that the administration had quietly created a new category of students, the pre-computer sciences classification. Essentially, this class included all students who met the School of Sciences requirements but not the computer sciences requirements. Thus the number of students in computer sciences courses remained constant while the number of official majors decreased. Pre-computer sciences students who made acceptable grades became official computer sciences majors in their third year. This action, which helped precipitate the 1983 crisis, was widely thought to have been motivated by the president's desire to maintain or increase Purdue student enrollments, and by the dean of science's inability to maintain or increase the school's enrollments except by controlling computer sciences enrollments. This administration did offer to increase the number of department positions, but the department already had unfilled positions and having more changed nothing. The explosion was handled by increasing class sizes. Examples of the extreme situation during that period follow.
• The senior-level course in numerical analysis was taught in a single lecture section with about 150 students and half-time teaching assistant grader.
• The first-year graduate course in compilers had more than 80 students and no teaching assistant grader.
• Teaching assistants had 160 to 180 students in lower-division courses.
What's more, the courses lacked computing facilities support. The time-sharing systems had many examples of poor service. For one, terminals reserved for "quick fixes'' were limited to 10 minutes of use, yet service was so slow that it took longer than that to log on. For another, terminals would automatically disconnect because they did not receive an echo of characters sent to the computer within 15 seconds; they automatically assumed the computer was down.
Crisis 2: The space crunch
The growth of the 1970s meant that all available space in the mathematical sciences building was gradually occupied. When computer sciences shifted to an experimental, laboratory-oriented discipline in the 1980s, space was needed for departmental computing, teaching labs, and research labs. This need could not adequately be met, which resulted in overcrowding, and most faculty could not engage in laboratory work. Five graduate students occupied a 150-sq.-ft. office, each with a desk, chair, and bookshelf space. These offices were already overcrowded when only four students had occupied them.
In 1983, a faculty member asked the department head for a secretary, a request normally denied for lack of money, but in this case the department head said, "I understand, let's do it. Tell me where you want the secretary to be and I'll hire one." This answer was safe-there was no room anywhere to add even one more desk.
Crisis 3: Establishing departmental computing facilities
The department acquired its first generalpurpose computer in 1978, a Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) VAX 11/780. The first VAX to be running VAX Unix outside the Unix developer sites at Berkeley and AT&T Bell Labs, it provided the faculty an interactive, time-shared computing environment. It was impractical for PUCC to provide this service on a campuswide basis, yet PUCC was unwilling to service just one department. Inevitably, the department would set up its own facilities as its laboratory needs became too specialized and diverse to be satisfied by a centralized service center. This move, too, reflected a nationwide trend.
This particular crisis was real but handled much more smoothly than the others because of the administration's willingness to support the department's growth. To understand the extent of change required, consider that between 1979 and 1989, the facilities operating budget grew from $20,000 to $500,000; the staff, from 0 to 9; and the equipment value, from $250,000 to $3,500,000. The operating budget was entirely from university funds; most of the equipment was purchased through government research grants.
This crisis did have its trying moments. The department, like many others, did not initially realize the necessity for a professional facilities staff. The early staff were regular faculty and students who took on this extra challenge in addition to their regular responsibilities. Consequently, the following scenario, although minor in the scheme of things, was not uncommon during the growth phase:
• Professor X had a paper due, which was being revised on the computer. • The computer crashed. Professor X rushed to Professor Y's office to demand that the computer be brought up at once.
• Professor Y replied that she had two classes to teach, hadn't finished preparing for them, and might not be able to work on the problem until late afternoon. All the students who might be able to bring up the system were occupied elsewhere.
• A heated discussion ensued between Professors X and Y about who was irresponsible, unreasonable, incompetent, and so forth.
In response to this crisis in January 1984, a building was selected for renovation to house the computer sciences department. The renovation was completed quickly, and the building was occupied in fall 1985. For a few years, the department enjoyed ample surroundings, until the pressing need for more labs, supporting staff, and research assistants exhausted all available space by 1989.
Crisis 4: Loss of key faculty
The crises of the early 1980s created concern, then alarm, among the faculty, who realized that to retain its standing among the nation's top 10 computer sciences departments, Purdue would have to invest heavily in experimental sciences facilities, which meant more laboratory space, more staff support, and more computing facilities. Many faculty members felt the administration-rather than addressing this challenge-was instead exacerbating it with a flood of students. The faculty realized that it was impossible to hire 10 new professors (who weren't available anyway) to deal with the influx, but hoped the administration would help by adding teaching assistants, lab space, and better computing facilities. Faculty morale dropped steadily when that help was not forthcoming.
This crisis should be viewed in a national context: Enrollments were ballooning wherever they were not strictly limited; there was a national awareness that major investments were needed for experimental computer sciences facilities. 3, 4 Many universities responded with major programs in computer sciences, and the Purdue faculty believed that all the leading departments were receiving $15 million or $30 million for new buildings and 20 new positions. The faculty feared Purdue would be left behind.
In summer 1981, Denning, Rice, Larry Snyder, and Young-from computer sciencesmet with Provost Haas to discuss the situation, particularly a plan 5 they had developed to maintain the department's excellence. The group conveyed the faculty's sense of unease, which was met by the Provost's response that Purdue strongly supported the department; that Purdue could not let faculty become so unhappy that they left Purdue, because it would ruin the department. Yet by 1983, Denning and Young had resigned, followed a year later by Snyder.
The plan presented to Haas was realisticthe faculty would receive less than it needed, and the administration would give more than it wanted. The plan was agreed to in principle, but not as an itemized list of commitments. The plan and resulting actions did not fully dispel the faculty's belief that Purdue was willing to settle for a second-tier computer sciences department. In fall 1983, the head surveyed the faculty about departmental problems and priorities. Of 22 items, the following were judged to have the highest priority (in the order listed).
1. Large classes 2. Few PhD students 3. Lack of laboratory space 4. University's commitment to maintaining a top-tier department
Overall, faculty ratings of the department's and university's performance in attending to these items were, respectively, D+, C-, D, and B-. 6 In 1983 and 1984, the department lost 10 faculty, including many of its key, most accomplished, and influential people-clearly a major blow to Purdue. Figure 2 shows the data on faculty size from 1963 to 1998; Table 3 lists 1983 and 1984 departures and hiring.
Because Denning had departed, Rice was appointed acting department head while a search to hire a new head was undertaken. The dean outlined the candidate winnowing process, while department faculty opined that Purdue would be lucky to have any serious candidates to winnow. A year later, only three candidates had been found who were both interested and interesting enough to be interviewed. Two were offered the position and turned it down; the third declined in advance of an offer. Eighteen months later, Rice agreed to become actual head.
As the crisis deepened, the administration became more convinced that it was real and that the department needed saving. The entire computer sciences faculty was given a 1 percent mid-year raise as a sign of commitment from the university. Moreover, Purdue completely renovated the Memorial Gymnasium, making it into the computer sciences building.
Recovery
Recovery began in 1985. Moving into the newly renovated building dramatically improved the computer sciences faculty's morale. Additionally, there was solid evidence that the flood of students was receding. Only a little more than 300 in the 1985 Purdue freshman class declared as computer sciences majors. Despite the damage sustained from some of the crises, not all was lost: From 1980 to 1989, the department's budget increased from $1.1 million to $3 million, at least $1 million more than the inflation rate.
The first priority after the 1983-1984 faculty exodus was of course to rebuild the faculty, a task made more difficult because of the nationwide shortage of computer scientists. Hiring began in earnest in 1984 with six new regular faculty appointments. By 1989, the faculty had grown to 30, of which 18 were hired in 1983 or later. Not one of the 19 faculty hired during [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] remained; besides seven "middleaged" faculty, there were five "old timers"-Conte, Gautschi, Lynch, Rice, and Rosen. Most of the new faculty hired were, of course, young, even though losses had been heaviest among the more senior faculty. Five associate professors were hired, but most were relatively new to the rank. Three full professors were hired. Rao Kosaraju was appointed the Loveless Distin- A second priority was to expand experimental research. By 1989, the department had 11 substantial research activities, 10 with laboratories. In its early years, the department had no large group projects with federal or industrial funding. In 1989, the two largest projects were SERC and Computing About Physical Objects (CAPO). The SERC is part of the National Science Foundation's Industry/University Cooperative Research program. Begun jointly with the University of Florida and 15 industry affiliates, SERC was established at Purdue primarily through Conte's efforts (http://www.serc.net).
The CAPO project originated in 1986 by Hoffmann, Houstis, and Rice. In 1987, it had support from the National Science Foundation's Coordinated Experimental Research program, plus other agencies and Purdue. By 1989 the project involved seven faculty, three postdoctorals, and more than 20 research assistants and staff personnel.
Other substantial experimental projects were Computational Combinatorics, Cypress (networking), ELLPACK (scientific computing), Graphics, Interbase (databases), RAID (databases), Scientific Visualization, Shadow Editing (operating systems), and Xinu (operating systems). Growth in research in general, and experimental research in particular, is illustrated by the increase in research funding from $447,000 in 1980 to $2.6 million in 1989. There was also a substantial increase in the number of PhD students.
In addition to hiring new faculty and expanding experimental projects, the new computer sciences space also allowed the department to establish teaching laboratories. In 1985, there were four-two for the elementary PCbased service course, one for the first course for computer sciences majors, and one for graduate courses in operating systems and networking. By 1989, there were eight. Operating laboratories are considerably more expensive in manpower than lecture courses because they require laboratory assistants and supervisors. The funding for this expansion came primarily from the reduction in computer sciences majors.
The 1990s: Recovery, then more crises
By 1989, the department was in somewhat better shape. The crises did have long-term effects; most notably, its national ranking among computer sciences departments had dropped from the top 10 to the high teens. In 1992, Harry Morrison was appointed dean of sciences; in 1995, the entering freshman class size began swelling again.
The second student enrollment explosion
By 1995, a second national explosion in computer sciences enrollments was under way. If the 1996 entering class size just continued, the number of Purdue undergraduates in computer sciences would double, at least. The department simply lacked sufficient resources to handle these students; indeed, the department had steadily been reducing maximum class sizes to manageable levels for example, 40 students in upper-division courses.
The latest growth problem was compounded because enrollments in other science departments were dropping or steady; therefore, the School of Sciences needed an increase in computer sciences majors so it could meet Purdue's expansion goals. Reluctantly, Dean Morrison agreed to raise admission standards for computer sciences freshmen to reach a target enrollment of about 1,000 majors-the same as in the late 1970s. However, the standards were again circumvented much as they had been in the middle 1980s and by much the same means.
The second space crunch
By 1990, largely because of expanded research programs, four of the five computer sciences lecture rooms had been converted to labs. Only the dramatic decrease in the size of computers kept the computer room from overflowing, but the facilities support staff expanded. Three instructional labs were moved to other buildings, but overcrowding was again a fact of life in the early 1990s. All of the three departments from the now disbanded Division of Mathematical Sciences were squeezed tightly and needed new space, but only computer sciences was growing steadily and needed substantial amounts.
Crisis: Conflict over resources
By 1993, the Department of Computer Sciences again required substantial increases in resources (faculty, space, and support staff). The university administration believed the School of Science, some of whose departments had room to spare, should reallocate the space to meet the department's space needs. The new dean of science, Morrison, did not want to do this, however. He began denying permission to fill vacant positions, and the computer science faculty shrunk from 30 in 1992 to 25 in 1997. (Recruiting computer sciences faculty was difficult, but for those positions the department was allowed to fill, well-qualified people were in fact hired.)
When the computer sciences department's space problem worsened still further, Morrison told the physics department in 1995 to give up some of its space. With just 100 majors, compared to the 1,000 in computer sciences, that department had established a 3,000-sq.-ft. museum for high school students and had two rooms totaling more than 1,500 sq. ft. for student lounges. The space offered was an abandoned underground laboratory with radiation shielding 3 feet thick and a strange configuration. At the time, physics had several large and empty labs. The computer sciences department, however, was prevented from taking possession of the additional space till 2000.
The conflict over resources led to escalated friction between Dean Morrison and Rice (still head of computer sciences). The situation became so tense that in April 1995, a large delegation of computer sciences faculty met with Morrison to express support for Rice and his efforts. Morrison's response was to send an emissary to Rice the same day with an ultimatum: Agree within a week to resign as head effective 1 July 1995 or be fired immediately. Rice, who had already in March 1995 confided in a few friends that he would resign as head at summer's end, resigned as head in late July 1995, to be effective at the end of the 1995-1996 academic year. Wayne Dyksen became acting head in May 1996. Ahmed Sameh (from the University of Minnesota) became head in January 1997.
The crises and leadership change belatedly had somewhat of a positive effect on resources. By the end of 1999, the regular faculty had grown to 29, and in 2001 limits on the number of entering freshmen in computer sciences were finally enforced.
Historical data
Two 1994 papers by Rice and Rosen 1,7 give considerable historical data for . These include the number of degrees awarded yearly, the full-time faculty, and professional staff. All the department's PhD graduates are listed at http://www.cs.purdue.edu/phds/ along with their advisors and thesis titles.
